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Meet the Graduates of '69

Article by: Allison Bohman
As many of you may or may not know, the first graduating class from Roncalli was in 1969.

This class has set the foundation for years and years of Roncalli students to come. I got

the pleasure to interview three alumni from this class; here is what they had to say…..

Susan (Schneider) Schmitt

Who was your favorite teacher?
"My favorite teacher was Mrs. Hess our P.E. instructor. She was

always such a good role model."

What were school dances and football games  like?
"Activity nights were our version of homecoming. We did not have a

homecoming for a few years because there were no classes to
come back home. Local bands performed, music and dancing  took
place in the café. Fan buses transported kids to the football games.
The juniors put on prom, picked a theme and decorated the gym."

What was Title IX?
"Title IX gave women athletes the right to an equal opportunity to play

sports in high school. Since women could not play sports
competitively they developed intramural sports after school in the

gym." 

Advise?
"Know how special Roncalli is, it taught me so much. I went here

because I wanted to. There is something special here. Walking down
the halls of Roncalli it's visible and it adds to the specialness."

Sue Schmitt is currently a Geometry teacher at Roncalli High School. She was born and raised in Manitowoc, WI. After
college Mrs. Schmitt started teaching at Roncalli and then moved to Waukesha where she taught day care. Her life has

pretty much been teaching, and she loves it. 



William (Bill) Censky
Bill is a retired banker who studied at Oshkosh, then came home to work with his dad at Manitowoc County Bank. He then

worked at Investors Community bank from which he retired. Bill currently enjoys working out, golfing, and reading. 

What sports did you play in high school?
"I played football, basketball, and track. Our track meets
took place in the parking lot and football practice was in
the Mirro lot. I enjoyed basketball and football more
because of the competitiveness."

How did it feel to be the first graduating class?
"Being the first class at Roncalli there was no one to
show us the way. We were the leaders of the school and
always learned from our mistakes." 

Favorite Memory at Roncalli?
Brother Cyril caught me chewing gum during school which was frowned upon back then and gave me a
light tap on the back, and told me to see him after school. Knowing I had a track meet after school I was
quite worried. My punishment was to pick stones and because of this I did not get to run the meet.
Although I was disappointed it was a good learning lesson for me."

Advise?
“Roncalli was a good school, being on committees and boards over the years I have witnessed this. The
school was good and has gotten better, and now it's up to the students to make it a better place, but you
are all heading in the right direction."

Amy Schmitt
Amy is originally from Two Rivers, WI but currently resides in Fallbrook, CA. Amy is a retired nurse practitioner

who enjoys quilting, knitting, reading and spending time with her children and grandchildren. 

Who was your favorite teacher? 
"My favorite teacher was Mr. O' Rourk because he was such a down to earth man."

What was the environment like? 
"Our class had about 50 students and we were the always the oldest grade. The boys and girls were separated on
opposite sides of the school. The girls wore blue blazers, white blouses, and skirts. While the boys wore slacks
and collared shirts. During homeroom the Sister would make us kneel to measure our skirt length."

Hot Lunch or Cold Lunch?
"I took cold lunch because coming from a big family

 it was more economical and I enjoyed it more."

Advise?
I was very lucky to go to Roncalli and be part of a close
knit community. My advise to you is to know how
privileged you are to go to such a nice school and
know that it is a basis for the rest of your life. School
formulates some basic principles for your life. At the
time it may not seem important but it will be later. Be
grateful for your parents because it's not cheap and
you get one chance at your education." 



After sitting down and getting to talk with the first ever AD at Roncalli, Mr. Kersten, I was
fortunate enough to learn a lot about how Roncalli was different from what it is today

and how the Jets became the Jets. Mr. Kersten played a big role in making these decisions
as he was the coach for football, cross country and basketball in his first couple years at
Roncalli. Mr. Kersten had to work fast as his teams needed a name and colors to go with

their jerseys. 

The name eventually came down to a voting decision among the students at Roncalli. Ned
Brazzale, a freshman, had suggested that the Jets would be a great name, and it turned

out to get a majority of the votes.  Some of the other suggestions were: “Lakers”,
“Mustangs”, “Twins”, “Royals”, “Warriors”, “Ramblers”, and “Racers”. Ned’s reason for the

name Jets was: “I think it is a good name for a sky-high school and I also think that the
team will fly high in wins in games”.

 The name had been picked, all that were left was the colors. The colors were left up to
Mr. Kersten to decide. Originally, Mr. Kersten was going to go with brown and orange as

the colors, similar to the Cleveland Browns. When talking to him he said he was very glad
he had not gone through with that decision. With sports needing jerseys he had to make a
decision fast. With an inspiration of the Marquette colors, Mr. Kersten went with the light

and dark blue we see today. 

It was fascinating to know how involved Mr. Kersten was at Roncalli in improving not one
sport, but every sport. In the first year, the football team won their first game 7-0 over
Mishicot. Mr. Kersten said he was very happy considering the team had only two days
before the game to practice with full gear as it had not come in up to that point. Mr.
Kersten said it was very difficult to get the football gear that the team needed. Mr

Kersten is an example of hard work paying off and it was an honor to sit down with him.

How we Became the Jets
Article by: Andre Konpacki



Going to a private school in a small town proves to have its challenges. We are locally famous and that's about

it. We have enough students to fill our halls and to make social distancing a challenge. So I suppose my insight

on the ins and outs of school during this time period is not as resourceful as one that goes to a larger school,

but I hope my insight is enough.

Before coronavirus came to the U.S., starting school had a routine. We went to orientation, got everything

squared away as far as forms to sign and lockers to organize. There was a certain formality to the process, and

finalization, the finalization being that we were getting an idea of what the next nine months would look like. It's

been comfortable, starting school in the exact same way as every year before. This year was different, to say

the least. We went from being completely virtual to going back to school full time in a matter of three months.

That isn't a lot of time to adjust to the normal routines of waking up in time for the bus and not being able to go

to the refrigerator in the middle of class, as well as having to dress appropriately, for there are no cameras to

turn on and off. And yet, I find the gathering of students to be quite refreshing, as do most, and I dread the day

if we once again go completely online.

As this is a documentation where we may look back on these days, when our children complain that their school

banned the use of hoverboards for mobility around the school, or whatever inane controversy that will plague

our future generations, I suppose I must mention everyone's least favorite thing: masks. They are required

statewide in 34 of the 50 and the states that do not have a statewide mandate have left it up to their larger

cities to dictate who wears what. In addition, they are required in Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.

There are very few people who actually enjoy wearing them. Now, I suppose I could go into the argument of

whether they are suitable for children and adults alike, but that would be disregarding the fact that they are

here, and we need to adjust to our circumstances. In my school, masks are required for all intents and purposes

of keeping us Corona free. What I find to be rather obnoxious is the directive that they must be worn outside,

where even our governor says they need not be used. However, I also understand the idea behind it, they really

do hate the idea of having to go virtual, or have any cases connected to our school.

Junior, Miranda Schneider, has been hired to write for Teen

Magazine. The next issue will come out in October. To submit an

article, the idea first needs to be pitched. Once it is approved the

article can be written and a thumbnail image found. Below is

Miranda's article for Teen Magazine about going to a small

private school during a pandemic. 



While masks are not the greatest threat to human existence, they cause quite a bit of trouble for high school

students. Most of the other issues related to this year haven't happened to me, and I wish not to water down the

effects of other issues of the year by pretending I know what has happened. Instead, I have enumerated my

testimony on mask wearing and the issues surrounding that, and I shall leave the other events of 2020 to those

that have taken part in them. As such, I leave with one final thought.

Inevitably, when I am asked what my advice to incoming freshmen will be, I will have to say this, "Always be ready

to adjust." I say this because three years ago, when I was preparing to go into high school, I never thought I would

be attending school in what seems to be the fashion trend of the year. Most others had different fashion trends in

mind, and as such were just as surprised as I was. Nevertheless, this will definitely go down as my most memorable

year, for a number of reasons.

High school for me has never been about the memories, I figured this because the opposite was stressed to me

the summer before I started. However, this year will certainly be different. For the yearbook, our fall sports pages

will be littered with pictures of children wearing masks running up and down the field. Candid shots of the classes

will be of kids and teachers alike in masks. Any cafeteria shots will be of a wider scope, because groups of friends

are spread out to four tables instead of the usual one.

Probably the most memorable part of it all, is that we can only see half of people's faces, but we see the whole of

their heart. Even though no one likes wearing masks, we do it. It isn't because they are comfortable by any means,

or because celebrities told us they would be wearing one for the Grammy's, and they definitely wouldn't be

putting one of theirs up for auction. We do it because we care. We do it because we want to stay in school. We

do it for the teachers and other staff who are at risk. And in turn, they do it for any family that we have who may

be at risk. They do it because virtual learning doesn't suit everyone. They do it because they care. And in part, that

is what being human is about.

In short order, I have learned high school is not about the homecoming dances or the football games. It's not

about crowding the hallways and making memories that will last a lifetime. It's about coming together as a

community to support one another through what could be the defining factor of our generation. High school is

about learning to become a contributing member of society, and the mountains we have to climb to get there.

Right now, whenever anyone speaks of 2020, we all want to forget about it, it's been a tough year to say the

least.

However, in 20 years, I tend to think we will look at 2020, and we'll marvel at what we had to go through. We

witnessed the race riots, the economy tumbling, and wildfires across the globe. All of these things are leaving

wounds somehow, and all of us have been impacted by one of these events, if not more. So right now, to everyone

starting school wearing a mask or being away from everyone you're used to seeing, or wherever in 2020 you

happen to be, know that things will get better before they get worse again.

Everyone's been having a tough year, some have had it harder than others. However, I take comfort in the fact

that we have made it through together. We haven't always come together as a country to support each other, but

we have come together as communities. And at the end of the day, those are the people that matter the most to

us, and the people we look forward to seeing at the end of the day. The people who we have worn masks for,

protested for, put out fires for. They are our communities, our families, our homes. The ones who carried us when

we were down. At the end of the day, they are the ones that matter the most to us. Those are the same people we

need to remember, because a year like this only comes once in a great while. And whenever a year like this has

happened, there has always been the most learning to be done. And if you ask me, we have all learned quite a

lot. 



Some of the most anticipated times in life are starting back to school. The crisp notebooks, smell of pencils,

new crayons or markers and possibly a new outfit. This fall, the transition from summer to fall held more

anticipation than any other because of the unusual predicament of Covid-19. Being able to see friends

again after many months in quarantine held a special meaning. 

Being able to walk through the halls, seeing so many familiar faces was extra special. Seeing teachers,

office staff, the principal and even Roncalli’s wonder-dog, Benson, was icing on the cake. Students and

staff alike knew this start of the school year would be like none other and could possibly give way to more

quarantine as the days and weeks passed. With fingers crossed, we hoped and prayed for a “normal” year.

Along with new faces of the freshmen we also have seen new additions to faculty. In addition to being back

in person, Roncalli has welcomed various staff and faculty members, here are a few that are willing to

share their story and their backgrounds.

What made you want to work at Roncalli?

"I wanted to find a part-time position that had serving in some capacity within the job description, this

opening seemed a good fit for that."

How has teaching during a pandemic impacted yourself?

"I have been in the workplace since it all started & for me it has made me more aware of cleanliness, not

being so casual around people who are under the weather. Just aware of surroundings."

What other things do you enjoy doing instead of teaching/working?

"I enjoy being outdoors, I love to read, watch good movies, being with my children."

How has working at Roncalli helped impact your faith?

"This job has shown me that serving others is fun & rewarding. Most students here are so polite and

genuinely nice. I guess the best way to say the impact on my faith is the hope I see in the students. They are

fighting through it all, perseverance to grasp some normalcy in these crazy times & I believe their strength

comes from God."

Article by: Megan Rotter

Kay Brill



Mr. Jaeger:
What made you want to work at Roncalli?

"The Lord showed that being campus minister is His will and that being with the high schoolers and the beautiful faculty, staff, and

teachers is a nurturing, kind atmosphere that brings healing to wounds caused by previous unkind atmospheres."

 

How has teaching during a pandemic impacted yourself?

"Working during the pandemic has really driven the realization that there is no guarantee there will be school tomorrow. So, the

question arises every day, how can a person be Christ and do His will to the fullest, not cowering in fear, but being a servant to the

Lord in everyone?"

 

What other things do you enjoy doing instead of teaching/working?

"Going to Mass, being present to friends and family, longboarding, hiking, biking, and listening to audiobooks (Especially Harry

Potter)."

 

How has working at Roncalli helped impact your faith?

"It has shown that no matter how one perceives their holiness that there is learning and a call to deep humbling sacrifice. This

sacrifice is in the small ways of treating one another that seem so minuscule to most one must use contemplation as a magnifying

glass to discover. Jesus is present in the small simple beautiful moments of shedding oneself and stepping closer to Christ in service

to others including ourselves."

As days and weeks pass we are aware more than ever that school is not only a place to learn academically but has

become a place of refuge. The school community is so much more than book learning. Reaching out to friends or

teachers to talk about ways of coping during the stress of Covid-19 have become an everyday occurrence. Jesus is

present during this time of continual change. Giving extra time to think about what is important in life has taken on

new meaning. Finding blessings to be thankful for is easy . Remembering and reminding us of our own

vulnerabilities will be an instrument to prayer and contemplation as we move forward.

Mrs. Butke:
What made you want to work at Roncalli? 

"I enjoyed the small community feel back when I was at a private high school and I wanted to be a part of that environment again."

How has teaching during a pandemic impacted yourself?

 "I have learned to go with the flow and take things one step at a time. This includes researching new teaching techniques to allow

my students to understand concepts better."

"What other things do you enjoy doing instead of teaching/working?

 I enjoy being outside hiking Wisconsin state parks and watching sports."

How has working at Roncalli helped impact your faith?

" Roncalli has impacted my faith by reminding me that faith can be a part of my everyday life."



The first person I interviewed was Maya Lusk. Maya responded, “Get to know the new kids at

school. I didn’t meet my bestfriend till high school and it still took me a bit to actually find her. I

never thought we would become friends but we did and I don’t regret it. Also make the best of

these four years because before you know it you’ll be a senior ."

 Recently I interviewed some students on how they’re feeling about having either classes together or what it’s like to have a

sibling in the grade below and or above. The two seniors I interviewed were Jimmy Oberbroeckling and Maya Lusk, and each

gave advice for their younger siblings. 

Growing Up Fast 
Article by: Meghan Haney

The second person I interviewed for this question was Jimmy Oberbroeckling, Jimmy’s advice to his two younger

brothers is, ”Advice I would give to Greg and John about growing up is that listening is more helpful than talking,

especially when listening to adults. Adults are called grown ups for a reason; because they have already experienced

what we are going through now. Most adults in our lives have grown up mentally. It would be in your best interest to

listen and learn from them and not do it your way. It is likely that your way is worse than theirs because you don’t have

the gift of hindsight. An adult knows what’s right because they either chose what was right before or chose what wasn’t

right and learned what was right. You do not know what the right answer is for something because you haven’t been

through it before. As you know I am a quiet person. This is not always because I don’t have something to say. Often

times I do. I just believe that whomever I am speaking to or listening to is more insightful or knowledgeable than me.

This is especially the case for an adult. When I am not talking, I am always listening, even if I don’t seem engaged in a

conversation. Listening to someone else will always give you a better perspective or idea of a topic because you no

longer have a single sided vision of it. This example can be applicable to a host of experiences or choices that you will

have in the future, which is why I put such a value on listening over speaking. It has helped me and will continue to help

me and it will help you too if you choose to listen as well."

 

Each one of these interviews gets an aspect of what students go through and who's there to guide and help them. Every

person I interviewed had something positive to say about the impact of having each of their siblings there to help them. As

you may have read, each student gave great advice to their sibling or said something nice about them.



Have you ever thought about why one plays sports? What keeps that person so
interested and thrilled to play throughout their High School career, and what does
one get out of playing a specific sport? All these questions have wandered through

students' minds who want to play a sport, but may be too nervous, or feel out of the
crowd. The key is to step out of your comfort zone, and become part of the sports

community.

After interviewing some of the students throughout the school, many of them had answers for the
question, “Why does one play sports?” One of the main answers to this question was, to escape

the stress they have throughout the day. Whether it was personally or homework wise, sports was
their stress reliever and a way to make them feel unstoppable for a few hours a day. Another
answer to this question was, they were influenced by someone such as their parents, or a role

model in the sports culture, to play.

Something else that is beneficial to athletes is the social interaction players have with their
teammates. As an athlete all 4 years of high school, I can safely say that the relationships I made
with upperclassmen in my earlier years of high school will be relationships I have lifelong. Sports
is a way to interact with different age groups, younger and older, and those friendships will last

throughout high school and through one's future. Someone else who can relate to the social
interaction as a new athlete is Roncalli junior, Allison Bohman. She says that as a new member of

the cross country family, “I will never forget when the girls cheered me on during my last leg of
the race. The support from my teammates and coaches is endless!”

WHY?

INTERACTION

Article by: Jack Beckner

Why
Athletics?



Finally, one of the biggest worries an individual has when thinking about playing
a sport is time management. How does one balance academic work, sports, and

work, as well as free time. The best answer to give to that question is work when
you can. Every student has heard this one time or another, but use Jet Block

wisely! Get as much done as you can, as well as get the homework you get done
on the same day. I say this because with the block schedule, classes are every

other day, and if you slack one day, that homework is gonna pile up the next day.
My advice is to just get it done the same day!

Think about the opportunity to play sports in high
school, and gain relationships for the rest of your life!

TIME MANAGEMENT
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new shoes
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Staying Connected 
around the world

Article By:  Anthony Gauger

Last year, during the 2019-2020 school year, we were joined by four Global
Outreach international students. Those four individuals were Lili Kiss from
Hungary, Weronika Giedzińska from Poland, Tonda Lavička from the Czech

Republic, and Alžbeta (Betty) Dečová from Slovakia. Both Lili and Alžbeta left the
US earlier than expected last year, while Tonda and Weronika stayed for a

longer time than the others. Even though both Lili and Betty were almost 3800
miles away from Roncalli, with a 7 hour time difference, they continued

attending online classes through Roncalli. Now that’s dedication! But with
physical school coming to an end in March, we have a lot to catch up on with

the Global Outreach Students.

Currently, Lili is back at school in Hungary. Besides studying and doing
homework, Lili says that she is back to playing handball and she also helps out

her local handball team with practices! With school, Lili says that “Hungarian
school is so much different compared to the American. I need time to catch

myself up and get used to the whole system. I am in junior grade again, so I got
an extra year.” Even with COVID-19 happening around the globe, Lili says that her

summer was really enjoyable! In Hungary, public places stayed open, and you
could travel all around Europe. But Lili also explains the consequences of that,

now cases are going up, and no after school sports or activities are being offered.
After finishing high school, Lili looks to attend University to study law in their

capital, Budapest. She is also considering being a foreign exchange student again,
for either somewhere in the USA or in Europe. Lili would like to end saying, “I

really miss Roncalli and think of it every day. I would say I miss sports the most. I
loved being at football and basketball games. And of course, I miss my family and

friends so badly.”



Weronika is attending her junior year of high school back in
Poland. She goes to a single-sex school that requires uniforms.

Weronika says she really enjoys her time at school even though it
is challenging. Just like in the US, masks are required in Poland

for enclosed spaces like stores, churches, and public
transportation. Weronika also says that many businesses are

starting to close again due to the rising COVID cases. As for right
now, Weronika does not have any specific plans for after high

school, but will probably want to do something connected with
biology and chemistry. For fun, she sings in two different choirs,
is a scout, and goes ice skating training once a week. Weronika

misses her friends and family so much from the states. Her
greatest memories were being part of the Variety Show, “All You

Need Is Love” ,and being in Roncalli Singers.

Tonda is going back to school which takes up most
of his time right now. He is also taking driving

lessons which he is super excited about because he
always wanted to drive when he was in the states.

Tonda says that school is really hard right now
because all the seniors are taking graduation

exams. After high school, Tonda would like to study
economics in Brno and to travel as much as

possible. He would also like to go to Germany to get
better in German . School just takes up most of his

time, but Tonda also loves to weight lift when he has
time. Tonda says, “I miss the most sports in school
and my host family, both played such an important

part during my year in the states”

Betty really enjoys being back in the classroom rather than being virtual. “It is a little bit difficult
for me being back in school here, because after the year at Roncalli, I am not used to bringing
my backpack with me everywhere, and I am not used to having just 45 minutes classes, having
the biggest meal of my day at school at noon, or studying till afternoon hours.” Cases of Covid

in Slovakia have been going up; almost 100 new cases a day, but happily the number of
fatalities have been down. Most public events have been canceled, and everyone is required to

wear masks in public and around any other people. Betty still has two more years to decide
what she plans on doing after school, but she would like to attend University, with two already

picked majors. She also has a list of five Universities that she would like to attend! The thing
Betty misses the most about being in the states are all the people and interactions she

experienced.



America’s Autumn is headlined by Halloween and Thanksgiving, but has a deeper

complexity to the feeling of the season.  Fall is built up around two main ideas,

American Folk Tradition, exemplified by the harvest and farming, and Death, with

All Saints and All Souls Day fusing with the browning nature.  This list is some

movies, shows, and music that captures the feeling, or vibes, of Fall.

The Umbrella Academy
Based on the comic by Gerard Way and Gabriel Ba, this show has proven how to make

the leap from cult classic to popularity.  With the second season released earlier this

year, it is a joy to revisit the first, which has many Fall vibes.  The dreary atmosphere

mixed with the decaying settings bring in many of the Halloween vibes, and the golden

atmosphere of the 1960s in the second season feels like a ten episode Thanksgiving. 

 The details and characters add many enjoyable moments, and the theme of family

adds yet a final vibe.  I would recommend this show to those who enjoy more complex

plots and detailed production, and especially if you somehow are a fan of the original

comic. (Available on Netflix)

Fall Vibes
Article By:  Keaton Norell

Twin Fantasy by Car Seat Headrest
The original lofi underground hit made a massive resurgence from its rerecording,

and is more culturally ingrained now than it was when it was first released.  The

emotional lyrics trap you into the story of lead singer Will Toledo and his unhealthy

codependent relationship, with the listener following through the pain, struggle,

and trauma felt by Will and his partner.  This album has significant relevance to

many modern relationships, and a certain youthfulness with Will’s confusion and

flaws.  This album also has a lot of merit when it comes to its instrumentals, with

an indie rock sound, but many pop influences, such as Frank Ocean.  The themes

and story, along with the instrumentals create an aura that can only be described

as a Fall vibe.  I would recommend this album to those who enjoy more thoughtful

music, and more lyrical depth in their music.



Over the Garden Wall
This legendary show is the absolute best that television animation has given.  The story is

about a boy named Wirt and his little brother Greg, getting lost in the unnatural woods of

The Unknown, bumping into strange and unusual things during every step of their ten

episode journey.  The entire show takes place during an idealistic New England postcard

Fall, leading to incredible and breathtaking vistas of The Unknown.The music in the show is

also fantastic for Fall vibes, with a soundtrack built up with legendary American folk

artists.  The gothic plot structure, fairy tale aesthetic, and old school animation influences,

mixed with everything prior, create a form of art with widespread appeal but massive

depth.  I would recommend this show to anyone and everyone, with there being elements

for all. (Available on Hulu)

Scott Pilgrim vs. The World
This cult classic movie has seen a huge spike in popularity.  The movie centers on

Scott, a total loser with mad martial arts skills, fighting the seven evil exes of

Ramona, the girl he wants to date.  The alternative aesthetic of the characters

and music, breathtaking special effects, and romance plot leave a wholesome

aura, and along with the creative indie film visuals give some great Fall vibes.  I

would recommend this movie to those who enjoy comedies, action movies, or indie

films, as this movie is perfect at being all three. (Available on Netflix)

Fantastic Mr. Fox
This stop motion movie deserves all the praise it has received.  It centers on

Mister Fox, who moves to a new tree right next to three of the most notorious

fox killers.  The animation is smooth and flawless, and the sets and character

designs add so many vibes to this film.  The themes of family and

togetherness also add a lot to the vibes.  I would recommend this movie to

everyone, and is a definite must watch if you enjoy stop motion like

Nightmare Before Christmas or Pixar movies, especially Ratatouille. 

 (Available on Disney+)

Lemon Boy by Cavetown
The magnum opus of the young artist, this album has been a

crowning jewel of the modern indie music scene.  Its very soft

instruments and vocals leave the listener comforted, and the darker

themes add a contrast.  The boyish nature adds a certain nostalgia

to the mix and leaves you wanting to snuggle up in a sweater with a

cat.  I would recommend this album if you are a Billie Eilish fan, enjoy

Twin Fantasy and Car Seat Headrest, or really enjoy Lofi.    

 (Available on all music streaming)

Fall is a very unique and distinct period in the year.  The holiday spirit of Halloween and Thanksgiving

leave a wide range of influence on the movies, music, and television we consume.  It can be very dark and

twisted, or very loving and wholesome, and anywhere in between.  This list is only a scratch on the surface

of all of the media that has been shaped by that dynamic, and are all very much Fall vibes, in either theme,

aesthetic, setting or sound.  You may not like everything on this list, and it may not be the most popular

media on the planet, but don’t fear exploration and unique experiences because it could lead to a brand

new vibe.



"There are many who plan to defend our country from all enemies,

foreign and domestic. I am one of those few who plan to serve my

country because I do not feel like surrendering, and giving up

because I feel the need to protect my family and my country. I plan

to become part of the U.S. Army Special Forces, Their motto is "De

Oppresso Libre" which means "To Liberate The Oppressed" when

translated into English. The motto is written in latin. One of the many

reasons I plan to join is because most of the men in my family have

been in the military". -Junior Jarid Ertman

The Next Protectors of American Freedom

By: Jarid Ertman
Those men and women who plan to protect their country, and pay the ultimate

price to protect the Rights and Freedoms of the American people.

Two Juniors who plan to join are Ben Schroeder and Meghan Haney.

Ben plans to join the Air Force to fly either or be a type of

aeronautical engineer. "I am still exploring it and weighing my

options but I would like to join something that I can get an

experience from and use it later in my life. This was something I

wanted to do when I was little. After hearing about how my

grandpa, uncle, and cousin joined to serve, it sparked my interest. I

look up to them because they have lived it and seen it all, and are

extraordinary men. Their service has changed them in wonderful

ways and I wish to be like that myself". 



Jimmy Oberbroeckling, one of our seniors here at Roncalli High School, plans on serving in the

military in the future. From a young age, he has always had an interest in History and the World

Wars. Both of these subjects greatly inspired him to concider serving in the military.  Jimmy has a

plan to attend college in the 2021 fall school year and major in either Civil Engineering or

Mechanical Engineering.  He hopes to become part of the ROTC (Reserve Officers’ Training

Corps) program while attending college. During this program, Jimmy will train as he learns, taking

military science courses alongside regular college classes, with the requirement to enlist as an

officer in the U.S. Army, Navy or Air Force upon graduation. By doing this, Jimmys college tuition

will be completely paid for. He is choosing this life path because studying either of his majors, and

being in the military fits his interests, passions, and goals that will help in his future.  

Meghan Haney also plans to join the Army as a 13K, MWD (Military Working Dog) Handler. As a

MWD Handler she would be responsible for the care and training of her service dog. She would

contribute to combat operations abroad and installation security at home by providing target odor

detection. Service dogs, generally seen as a non-lethal option for neutralizing a threat, also serve

as a psychological deterrent during law enforcement operations. "From the moment my brother

who I looked up to for everything when I was 7 went into basic training I knew I wanted to follow

him but I also wanted to do something with dogs. So my mom and I did research and we found

MWD Handling. Ever since then I knew it was what i wanted to do in the future." 



I am grateful for Roncalli

High School members making

me feel so welcomed into

the family.  I am grateful for

the length of the arms of

Roncalli High School that

reach out to all of the other

schools, in Northeast

Wisconsin, to bring their

students here to become my

friend and join our one big

family of God.  I am also

grateful for the health of my

family and friends.

-Elizabeth Pasterski

I am grateful for the friends I

have made in high school.

- Emjay Hilliker

Attitude of
Gratitude

I am grateful for being involved

with the school with helping

activities

-Maygen Ertman

"I am grateful that I constantly feel

supported at Roncalli, whether that be by

a teacher or by another student."

-Abby Stelzer

I am grateful for the amazing

people and friends I have met

at Roncalli.

-Maddy Paczkowski

 I am grateful for my family

and friends

-Jessica Hruby

       

I am grateful for the humor teachers

try to put into lessons to make them

interesting.  It keeps me focused and

listening. -Grace Pribyl              

I am grateful for all of the

faculty & staff and their

willingness to help students

whenever possible.

-Chloe Wood



A R E  Y O U  I N T E R E S T E D  I N  P H O T O G R A P H Y ,  W R I T I N G ,  G R A P H I C

D E S I G N ,  O R  A L L  O F  T H E  A B O V E ?

A very special thanks to Mrs. Rohrer and Mrs. Schrimpf for proof-reading this edition of the
 

Pilot. Your time and work is very appreciated!

Like many students at Roncalli, we are involved in sports, and the arts as well. Publications is much

more than writing and photography, we learn, explore, and challenge our creative side. If you are

interested in joining our team, please ask Mrs. Garceau who can be found in the art room. 


